Catch the rising star in the landscape maintenance industry.

If you're looking to increase the size of your lawn maintenance service, shoot for the stars and look at a U.S. Lawns franchise. Over the years, U.S. Lawns has become a shining example of what a professional landscape maintenance service should be. With the guidance of U.S. Lawns' team of professionals, we'll show you, step-by-step, how to grow your business, maximize efficiency and cut costs. You'll be recognized as a company with a growing reputation for getting the job done right the first time. For more information on becoming a U.S. Lawns franchisee, call us at 1-800-US-LAWNS. And become part of an all-star team today.

www.uslawns.com

Everywhere You Look - There We Are!

Ranked Among the Best Franchise Opportunities in America!

- Proven Leaders in the Lawn Care Industry
- 17 year Track Record of Successes
- In-depth Training
- Exclusive Territory
- Extensive Support

Call Roger Albrecht at: 1 800-982-5296

We Specialize in Remote Controls

If you are wasting time at the controller or running back and forth to the field you need remote control. We specialize in universal remote controls for all 24VAC solenoid valve irrigation systems. The TRC Commander and Sidekick FM are affordable, easy to operate and backed by a 3 year warranty. In addition, we specialize in a line of receiver cards that extend our remote control to the valve capacity of specific clocks. Receiver cards are available with no hardwiring involved for the Rain Bird ESP MC, Irritrol Dial and MC series and Superior Controllers. Make your job easier - get remote.

Remote Control Technology

got remote?

Simple to Operate
Affordable
Easy connection to any 24VAC controller
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